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Film Stress and Domain Wall Pinning in Sesquilayer Iron Films on W(110)

D. Sander, R. Skomski, C. Schmidthals, A. Enders, and J. Kirschner
Max-Planck-Institut für Mikrostrukturphysik, Weinberg 2, 06120 Halle, Germany

(Received 12 March 1996)

We present anin situ investigation of the correlation between elastic and magnetic properties of
monolayer iron films on W(110). Sesquilayers, consisting of two-monolayer patches on a nearly
ideal monolayer film, exhibit anomalous elastic properties and a strikingly high in-plane coercivity
of order 0.3 T. The sesquilayer coercivity maximum is explained by a novel domain wall pinning
mechanism, based on an enhanced exchange interaction in the two monolayer thick patches. This
rather unique behavior is restricted to (110) surfaces but does not occur on (100) and (111) thin films.
[S0031-9007(96)01136-2]

PACS numbers: 75.50.–y, 75.70.– i, 81.15.Tv

The heteroepitaxy of Fe on W(110) is governed mainly
by the large lattice mismatchf  9.4% derived from
the elemental lattice constantsaW  3.165 Å and aFe 
2.866 Å [1]. As a consequence of this mismatch only the
first monolayer (ML) [2] iron grows pseudomorphically
on W(110) at 300 K [3]. Misfit dislocations caused by
the reduction of the strain energy of the Fe film are
already created in islands of the second monolayer at a
Fe coverage of about 1.5 pseudomorphic monolayers, as
shown in a recent scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
study [4]. A central-force model [5] involving bulk iron
elastic constants yields an elastic energy per surface atom
of order 0.3 eV, which is a formidable contribution to
any energy consideration regarding growth, structure, and
magnetism of the iron film. Thus, stress induced effects
are likely to affect the behavior of the film and will be
discussed in this Letter.

Not only the morphology of the film undergoes a tran-
sition from 1 to 2 ML thickness [4], but also four differ-
ent magnetic regimes are of interest: (i) a submonolayer
region, paramagnetic due to the absence of magnetic per-
colation [6], (ii) a ferromagnetic one monolayer region,
characterized by a pronounced twofold in-plane anisotropy
[7], (iii) an intermediate, “sesquilayer” region, consisting
of second layer islands on top of a one monolayer sea ex-
hibiting, reportedly [8], antiferromagnetic order, and (iv) a
2 ML region without striking magnetic properties. The
subject of this work is the investigation of the sesquilayer
region at a coverage of 1.5 ML. We present for the first
time stress measurements with submonolayer sensitivity
taken during the growth of ultrathin iron films on W(110).
The magnetism of the sesquilayer films is investigated by
in situ Kerr effect measurements; the observed coercivity
is explained by a novel domain wall pinning mechanism
which is estimated to be 10 times stronger than the stress
induced coercivity increase.

The iron films were grown under ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) conditions on clean W(110) substrates at 300 K.
Film and sample cleanliness were checked by Auger elec-
tron spectroscopy, the contamination level due to the only
contaminants oxygen and carbon was found to be less than

1% of a monolayer. Iron was evaporated bye-beam evapo-
ration of a thoroughly outgassed high-purity iron wire at a
rate of 1 Åymin, the deposited amount of iron was con-
trolled by an integrated flux monitor. During growth, the
sample curvature and thus the stress in the film were moni-
tored using an optical beam deflection technique as de-
scribed earlier [9]. In short, we use a 0.15 mm thin W(110)
crystal that is clamped at its top end, so that the crys-
tal is free to bend due to film stress on its front surface.
By reflecting a laser beam from the bottom end of the
crystal to a split photodiode, we obtain a position signal
that is converted to the film stress. Film thickness was
checked by Auger electron spectroscopy and by calibrat-
ing the iron evaporator against a thickness monitor using a
quartz oscillator. The magnetic analysis of the iron films
was donein situ by magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKE)
measurements [10]. Using an external electromagnet with
a yoke penetrating the UHV chamber, MOKE measure-
ments could be performed in fields of up to 0.4 T. Our
in situ stress and Kerr measurements are supplemented by
STM experiments done in a second vacuum chamber, to
supply us with the structural information on the iron film.

Figure 1 shows the film stress as a function of the
iron coverage. Quite surprisingly, the deposition of up
to 0.7 ML of iron leads to a negative position signal,
indicating compressive stress on the sample surface. The
minimum of the stress curve corresponds to a strikingly
large compressive stress of25 Nym. Assigning this value
to an average film thickness of0.7ds110d, where the (110)-
layer thicknessds110d  aFey

p
2, results in a film stress

of 35 GPa, which is far beyond the elasticity limit of
high-strength materials such as CrNi steel [11]. From
the lattice mismatch between iron and tungsten, a tensile
stress is expected, as the Fe film grows pseudomorphically,
thus strained by 10.4%. For increasing coverage, a tensile
stress sets in. First, the stress increase is of the order of
4 Nym per monolayer, then at 1.5 ML coverage a kink
is observed after which the stress increase is lowered to
2.2 Nym per monolayer. At 300 K, no stress relaxation
was observed. Interrupting the growth process at any
point freezes the stress at the respective value of the stress
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FIG. 1. Stress as a function of deposition time. From the
growth rate of about 1 Åymin, as checked by a quartz oscillator,
the iron coverage has been deduced.

vs coverage curve. The kink in the stress curve lies at
exactly that 1.5 ML coverage where the beginning of the
formation of misfit dislocations in the iron film is observed
by STM. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show STM pictures taken
at coverages of 1.4 and 1.9 ML, respectively. Obviously,
the most striking change in the STM pictures is that the
added iron does not only enlarge the second layer islands,
but also creates new nucleation sites on top of the islands.
In accordance with a recent STM study by Bethgeet al. [4]
we ascribe those nucleation sites to the formation of misfit
dislocations in the second layer patches; the kink in the
stress curve indicates this change in the growth mode.
From a coverage of 1.5 ML on, misfit dislocations are
formed that lead to a iron growth with a considerably
decreased stress. In contrast to a stress study on the growth
of Ge on Si [12], we observe a complete stress relief due
to the change of the growth mode only for higher substrate
temperatures around 1000 K.

We assign the compressive stress found for small cov-
erages to a true surface stress effect of the tungsten sub-
strate. At this low coverage iron should be treated as an
adsorbate, and it is well known from experiments that ad-
sorbate induced surface stress is an important stress con-
tribution [13]. Theoretical work indicates that even clean
metal surfaces are under considerable surface stress [14].
The question whether iron actually induces compressive
surface stress on W(110) or the adsorption of iron relieves
tensile surface stress of the clean tungsten surface, giving
rise to an apparent compressive stress, goes beyond the
scope of this Letter.

The magnetism of the sesquilayer film at 1.5 ML is
characterized by an extremely enlarged coercive field in
comparison to films of slightly lower and slightly higher
thickness. In a narrow iron coverage range around1.3 6

0.2 ML, the coercive field is increased by more than a
factor of 10 (Fig. 3). This maximum of the coercive field
as a function of the iron film thickness is most obviously
seen in a MOKE experiment we performed on a film with
a mesalike thickness variation. As shown in Fig. 3, our
MOKE measurements at 140 K show a clear maximum of

FIG. 2. STM images of iron on W(110). (a) 1.4 ML Fe
grown at 300 K. Patches of the second layer on top of the first
monolayer are visible. (b) The same area with a coverage of
1.9 ML. For both images the image size is250 nm 3 250 nm.

the coercive field at a coverage between 1.1 and 1.5 ML.
Doing MOKE on a constant thickness film of 1.5 ML gives
a coercive field larger than 0.3 T at 140 K; thus, we cannot
see hysteresis loops with our maximum magnetic fields
at such low temperatures. At a slightly higher sample
temperature of 195 K the coercive field has decreased to
0.2 T, as shown in Fig. 3, curve (2).

Generally, nucleation of domains with reversed magne-
tization and pinning of domain walls are considered to be
the main coercivity mechanisms [15,16]. However, the
low coercivity of the 1 and 2 ML films indicates the pres-
ence of nucleation centers associated with asmall num-
ber of imperfections in the film or at the film boundary;
thus, we attribute the high coercivity to strong domain wall
pinning.

The lowest-order anisotropy energy density can be writ-
ten as [17]

ha  K1 sin2 u 2
1
2 m0M2

S sin2 u 1 KP sin2 u cos2f , (1)
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FIG. 3. Coercivity and hysteresis loops of iron films on
W(110). The top graph shows the coercivity vs sample position
obtained by spatially resolved MOKE measurements performed
on a mesa shaped film at 140 K. The iron film thickness
increases from 0.8 ML at one end to 2 ML at the plateau and
decreases down to 0.8 ML again at the other end of the W(110)
crystal. The solid curve serves as a guide to the eye. The labels
(1) to (3) indicate the thicknesses as depicted in the hysteresis
loops of the lower graphs. Curves (1) to (3) were obtained on
films with a constant thickness. All films were deposited at
300 K.

whereK1 and KP are the first uniaxial and in-plane ani-
sotropy constants, respectively. The film normal is given
by u  0. Higher-order anisotropy constants, such asK2

[18], dominate the micromagnetic behavior if competing
anisotropy contributions causeK1 andKP to be very small.
Ultrathin iron films on W(110) exhibit stable in-plane
magnetization,K1 , 0, so that higher-order anisotropy
constants are negligible in lowest order. SinceKP is
positive, the preferred in-plane magnetization direction lies
along f2110g. Minimizing Eq. (1) with respect tou and
incorporating the exchange and Zeeman energy densities
As=fd2 and 2m0MSHP sinf, respectively, yields the
micromagnetic free energy

E 
Z

fAs=fd2 2 2KP sin2 f

2 m0MSHP sinfg dx dy dz . (2)

HereHP is the magnitude of the external magnetic field,
which points in the easy in-plane directionex. The
exchange stiffnessA, the saturation magnetizationMS ,
and the in-plane anisotropy constantKP incorporate bulk
and surface contributions. In fair approximation,KP

is dominated by surface effects, whereas magnetization
and exchange stiffness are only slightly smaller than the
respective bulk values. Let us therefore writeKP  KSyt
where t is the layer thickness andKS denotes the in-
plane surface anisotropy arising from the noncubic atomic
environment of bcc (110) surfaces.

A necessary condition for magnetic reversal is the mo-
bility of the in-plane domain walls (Néel walls). Following
the standard procedure for calculating domain wall ener-
giesg and widthsd [15,19] we obtain from Eq. (2)

g  4
p

2KSAt , (3)

d  p

q
Aty2KS . (4)

Taking the monolayer thicknesst1  2.03 Å and using the
estimatesKS  0.6 mJym2 [20] andA  10211 Jym [21]
we obtain the monolayer valuesg1  0.62 3 10211 Jym
and d1  4.1 nm. For two layers, the result isg2 
0.88 3 10211 Jym andd2  5.8 nm. A consequence of
Eq. (3) is the pinning of Néel walls by two-layer patches:
Because of the larger wall energy in the two-layer region
it is energetically unfavorable for the domain wall to enter
the island regions (Fig. 4). A rather unique feature of these
equations is that the domain wall pinning originates from
exchange inhomogenities, whereas pinning in typical per-
manent magnets is caused by anisotropy inhomogenities.

To estimate the maximum pinning force we consider
the spatial dependence of the wall energy per unit length
[15] EW  gsxd 2 2m0MSHtsxdx. Writing the average
thickness astsxd  s1 1 xyx0dt1, wherex0 is the range
of inhomogenity, yields the small-x energy derivative
≠EW y≠x  g1y2x0 2 2m0MSt1H. This means that ex-
ternal fields have to be larger than the coercivity

HC  g1y4m0MSt1x0 (5)

in order to make the wall movement energetically
favorable.

The maximum coercivity can be estimated by replacing
x0 by d [15]

HC # 2KSypm0MSt1 . (6)

With the approximate magnetizationm0MS  2 T this
equation yields the maximum coercivitym0HC  0.59 T.
Note that the size of the patches, 5–10 nm, as shown in
Fig. 2(a), is comparable to the Néel wall width, so that the
observed coercivity is well explained by Eqs. (5) and (6).

Another contribution to the increased coercivity origi-
nates from the inhomogenous stress [15] in the iron film.
Our stress measurements suggest a maximum spatial varia-
tion of the film stress at a coverage around 1.5 ML, where
the stress-driven formation of the misfit dislocations starts.
From the slope of our stress curve, this stress variation can
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FIG. 4. Pinning of a Néel wall (dashed area) in an ultrathin
film. (a) Mobile wall in a monolayer region and (b) pinning
at a second layer island. The arrows indicate the opposite
magnetization of the adjacent domains.

be estimated to be of the order of 50% of 4 Nym per mono-
layer Fe, or 10 GPa, corresponding to a strain parameter of
roughly 5%. This value has to be compared to the nominal
strain

p
2 2 1  41% associated with the distorted envi-

ronment of iron atoms in a 1 ML (110) film. Assuming a
linearly increasing anisotropy with lattice deformation [16]
this leads to a coercivity of order 0.07 T. Thus, the stress
contribution is much smaller than the crystalline one, but
not necessarily negligible.

The main pinning mechanism as shown in Fig. 4 is
rather unique in the sense that the energy difference be-
tween the different regions is an exchange effect: Enter-
ing the 2 ML region is energetically unfavorable due to
the enhanced domain wallexchangeenergy. By compari-
son, pinning in permanent magnets largely originates from
anisotropy inhomogenities [15,16]. In fact, Eq. (3) shows
that the dilution of the surface anisotropy has actually the
wrong sign but is overcompensated by the increased ex-
change, i.e., by the increased number of iron-iron bonds
in the 2 ML patches. Finally, note that this behavior is
restricted to (110) layers [7]:KS in Eq. (6) equals zero
for (100) and (111) surfaces. By analogy, we can expect
that third layer islands on a 2 ML film reintroduce some
pinning, thus leading to a coercivity minimum for 2 ML.
However, Eq. (3) shows that the difference in domain wall
energy is largest between films of 1 and 2 ML thickness.
This means that the amplitude of the coercivity oscillations
will decrease drastically with increasing layer thickness.

In conclusion, our stress measurements clearly show
how the misfit induced film stress is lowered by the forma-
tion of misfit dislocations. We have shown that sesquilayer
iron films on W(110) exhibit pinning-type domain wall
freezing rather than quasiantiferromagnetic exchange as

suggested in [8]. The main evidence comes from coer-
civity data, which are explained in terms of domain wall
pinning at 2 ML regions, where the exchange energy of the
walls is higher than in 1 ML regions. A prediction of the
model is coercivity oscillations whose amplitude decreases
strongly with increasing layer thickness.
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